Jewish Genealogy: Moving Towards Recognition as a
Sub-Branch of Jewish Studies
by Neville Lamdan

For the first time, a panel wholly dedicated to Jewish genealogy was held at the triennial Congress of the
World Union of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem, August 2–
6, 2009). That precedent-setting event was sponsored
by the International Institute for Jewish Genealogy.
Four outstanding scholars delivered papers—one addressing theoretical aspects of the subject and three
reporting on research in the spheres of both pure and
applied Jewish genealogy. The following is a slightly
modified version of the theoretical lecture. Details of
the other presentations can be found on the Institute’s
website at <www.iijg. org>—Ed.
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n this paper, I address two issues: First, does contemporary Jewish genealogy meet strict academic
standards? Secondly, does it merit a recognized and
distinct place in the evolving world of academic Jewish Studies? My aim is to demonstrate that it does so
on both scores, especially the latter.
Background and Wider Context
It is almost paradoxical that the status of Jewish
genealogy within Jewish Studies should be a matter
for discussion. For Leopold Zunz, the father of Jewish
Studies, there was no question but that the subject was
an obvious dimension of Jewish history and an integral part of the “Science of Judaism,” as he called it.
Indeed, in 1822, his second contribution to the
Zeitschrift für die Wissenschaft des Judentums1 was a
pioneering essay on Rashi in which, among other
things, he investigated the famed commentator’s
pedigree in a historical framework and in the context
of biblical interpretation.2
Zunz’s followers were of the same mind. The Index
volume of the long-running scholarly journal,

Monatsschift für Geschichte und Wissenschaft des
Judentums,3 for the period 1851–1938 lists almost 70
entries under “Genealogie,” with studies of leading

Jewish families and personalities ranging from Maimonides to Isserles, and from Glückel of Hameln to
Dreyfuss.4 Zunz’s own lineage and his Frankfurt family background, circa 1550 onwards, were extensively
researched by the editors of the Monatsschift in 1894.5
Within the wider academic community, however,
an intellectual parting of the ways occurred between
historians and genealogists in the course of the 19th
century. Their gradual estrangement is well known.
Historians adopted the scientific method and developed standards for research and historiography. Most
genealogists were probably unaware of, if not happily
oblivious to, these advances. They tended to remain
amateurs, often engaged in little more than ancestor
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hunting or self-aggrandizement. Among them, no
doubt, were also cranks and crooks, some convinced of
the mythical or divine origins of their roots, others
bent on asserting claims to family fortunes or worse.
Historians came to look askance and with reserve
upon genealogists. At best, genealogists were seen as
dilettantes, engaged in an antiquarian or filio-pietistic
pursuit, collecting reams of meaningless names, devoid of conceptual framework, disciplinary focus, and
critical analysis
Jewish genealogists probably were not regarded
much differently by the 19th-century maskilim (scholars belonging to the Enlightenment Movement). It
may have been unfortunate that in Hebrew a “family
tree” is called a k’tav yichusin. In aspiring for yiches
(family distinction), Jews often sought connections
with great rabbinic dynasties, the so-called Jewish
“aristocracy”—better still, links to Rashi and, through
him, to King David himself. In Germany, Jewish genealogy, both scholarly and hobbyist, later fell prey to
Nazi ideology and its theories of eugenics.6 If genealogy itself was not racist, it could be exploited by racists
and rabid anti-Semites. It became a dangerous pursuit, one to be eschewed.
Formalizing What Is Genealogy
The frenzy of interest in “popular genealogy,”
sparked by Alex Haley’s Roots (1976), especially
among minority groups such as Afro-Americans, Native Americans—and also Jews—probably only heightened the professional historian’s disdain for what was
regarded as an essentially amateurish and partisan
hobby. On the other hand, serious genealogists, who
already had a well-established infrastructure of professional societies, peer-reviewed journals, and accreditation bodies, felt directly challenged. Some, inspired by Donald Lines Jacobus (whose advocacy of
scholarly genealogy predated the Haley era), gradually
began to re-evaluate their goals and consider the possibility of gaining a recognized place for the subject in
academia.7
In so doing, the obvious connection between genealogy and family history was emphasized. The fashionable trend in historical research of focusing on the
common man was another direction taken. Elizabeth
Shown Mills, at the Institute of Genealogical and Historical Research at Samford University, promoted
academic genealogy in 2003 as a form of “generational
history,” defined as “an interdisciplinary study of the
development of individual families across generations—analyzing the dynamics of ethnicity, intermar3

riage, status, and migrations in economic, legal and
social contexts” [italics added].8 As for the goal of genealogical research, Mills wrote five years later in a
similar vein: “The end-product toward which serious
genealogists must strive is a narrative study that explores [the] family’s role in society and places its
members in historical, socio-economic, and political
contexts” [italics again added].9
In parallel, academically trained genealogists introduced greater rigor and professionalism into their
work. Encouraged by the (American) Board for Certification of Genealogists, their methodology became
more scientific. An accepted terminology evolved. The
need to work with primary sources was stressed.
Stricter standards for the citation of evidence were put
in place. Critical evaluation of data and its proper interpretation were demanded. Pertinent research questions were to be asked and working hypotheses
tested.10 In effect, the genealogist brought his work
and methods into line with that of the qualified historian and social scientist.
With a growing appreciation of the fact that the goal
was to contribute to the humanities and social sciences in general, the academic genealogist came to
understand that he was working at the macro-, and
not solely the micro-, level. Thus horizons widened
and broader topics could be envisaged—from the impact of conflict and migration on kinship groups to the
societal forces leading to the
rise (and fall) over
time of families of fame and eminence, by way of simple illustration. In the process, the academic genealogist came to recognize that his was not a “stand-alone”
field of research and that, more often than not, his
inquiries had to be carried out on an interdisciplinary
basis. At the Inaugural Symposium of the International Institute of Jewish Genealogy in Jerusalem in
2006, Professor Thomas Jones, editor of the National
Genealogical Society Quarterly, delivered a paper on
the “Post-Secondary Study of Genealogy,” in which he
listed 45 academic areas to which genealogy is related.11
Where a narrow focus was retained, the genealogist
attempted to demonstrate that a single family, or defined kinship group, was illustrative of a significant
segment of society, not merely in a single generation
but over time and place. The object was not to produce
a litany of names but a well-worked narrative,
squarely situating the representative family or kinship
group in a wider context, whether historical, social,
economic, demographic, religious or other.
In sum, the goal of the scientific genealogist became—and remains—to understand the past better,
not merely to gather random facts about it—and this,
with a view to providing significant insights into that
heritage from an original and very human perspective.
This scholarly endeavor is on a par with other relatively new branches of history, such as gender and
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minority studies. Therein lies its importance–seeking,
as it does, to complement and supplement work done
by other scholars, by using different analytical frames
of reference and techniques, and thus grow and enhance the common body of human knowledge and
understanding.
Contemporary Jewish Genealogy
Present-day Jewish genealogy has made similar
advances, in parallel with those in the wider field, and
indeed has gone through the same fundamental transformation in terms of goals and methodology.
In the 1980s, the quest for “roots” fired the imagination of thousands of American Jews who, for the
most part, had labored for almost a century to discard
their East European origins. Whatever the reasons for
this phenomenon, it was assisted by highly successful
“how-to” books by Dan Rottenberg,12 Arthur Kurzweil,
and others.13 Later in the decade, the pursuit drew
further impetus, however unconscious and inarticulate, from the growing preoccupation among Jews
with the issue of “continuity” and the future of the
Jewish people. In the 1990s, newly available access to
archives in Eastern Europe, after the eclipse of the
Soviet Union, coupled with the advent of the personal
computer, escalated the numbers of Jews researching
their roots.
Largely amateur and lacking in professional training, these cohorts of enthusiasts rendered—and continue to render—sterling service to the scholarly Jewish genealogist and the academic world at large. In
parallel with the invaluable work done by others, they
have generated large websites for research in the field
of Jewish genealogy, led and inspired by JewishGen.
They have databased countless records from previously inaccessible archives—the ambitious Jewish Records Indexing (JRI)-Poland project, with millions of
entries, is a prime example. Source books and resource guides have made their appearance—some
geographic,14 some by topic15, and some a combination
of both.16 Within this category, the impressive series
on Jewish Roots in Ukraine and Moldova, Poland,
Lithuania, and Belarus by Miriam Weiner, stands
out.17 Reference works such as gazetteers and bibliographies, both general and specialized,18 are increasingly available.
Beyond that, important aids to research have made
their appearance, especially in the area of onomastics.
Here mention must be made of Alexander Beider’s
major works on Jewish surnames in the Russian Empire, the Kingdom of Poland, and Galicia, which embody a high level of scholarship and provide comprehensive historical, etymological, and linguistic background to the subject matter.19 For Sephardic names,
one could mention works by Guilherme Faiguenboim
and Baruh Pinto, among others.20
Finally, these grass-roots hobbyists have uncovered
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a plethora of sources of real potential for the serious
Jewish genealogist and others. Hardly an issue of the
leading Jewish genealogical review, AVOTAYNU, goes
by without a discussion of a new archival collection
that is generally well off the professional historian’s
beaten path.21
Indeed, it is fair to say that, rather than general historians, it was genealogists—with many Jewish enthusiasts in the lead—who spurred archives in Eastern
Europe and elsewhere into becoming more accessible
and user-friendly, and into developing online catalogues and finding aids, often with English interfaces.
In so doing, they opened the door to sources and resources with wide implications for various types of
historical research.22 Perhaps more significant in the
present context, they furnished scholarly Jewish genealogy with important underpinnings and the makings
of a technical apparatus in a remarkably short period
of time.
Amateur Family Historians Have Improved
Quality of Genealogical Research
Moreover, the activities of these amateur family
historians have impacted positively on the quality of
genealogical research work being produced, as can be
seen in both published articles and full-length studies.
Recent issues of AVOTAYNU include some impressive
offerings, with articles discussing topics such as:
• The reconstruction of town-wide genealogies, as
for instance in Mattersdorf, Hungary, over a period of
240 years.23
• Prussian transit migration, resulting from migratory decisions made by Litvak Jews in the 19th century.24
At the other end of the scale, one might cite a meticulously documented piece of research showing what
can be done with archival material to fill significant
gaps in earlier family monographs. 25
As for book-length studies, one could mention several recent works that illustrate not only the growing
breadth of current Jewish genealogical research, but
also a receptivity on the part of major academic publishing houses such as Princeton26 and Indiana27 to
publish it and related topics. As examples of studies
that interweave family history and academic historical
research in a highly effective manner, one can point
to:
• A “generational history” of the Jewish Community
of Schneidemühl over 300 years28
• Two works situating Jewish lives and lineages in
comparable contexts within rural Germany29, 30
• An innovative work on five Sephardic elite families, making exquisite use of New Jersey local history31
International Institute for Jewish Genealogy
And Paul Jacobi Center
In the light of these trends, it is perhaps not surAVOTAYNU Volume XXV, Number 2 Summer 2009

prising that by the second half of the 1990s, voices
were sounded in various quarters suggesting the formation of an academic center for Jewish genealogy
and that some tentative steps were made in that direction.32 It took several years, however, for this vision to
materialize and for the International Institute for Jewish Genealogy and Paul Jacobi Center to open its
doors in January 2006, within the Jewish National
and University Library (now the National Library of
Israel) on the Hebrew University’s Givat Ram Campus
in Jerusalem.
Research
In striving to advance the status of Jewish genealogy in the scholarly world and in seeking a recognized
place for the subject within the realm of Jewish Studies, the Institute has sought to win its spurs primarily
by engaging in scientific research. Committed to standards of academic excellence, it has established a
number of criteria for the selection of projects:
• Projects of broad interest to not only Jewish genealogists but also to a range of other scholars
• Projects based on primary sources, whose scope
goes beyond information gathering and retrieval and
require critical evaluation and analysis of data
• Studies whose resultant narratives are firmly positioned in a pertinent Jewish Studies context, whether
historical, social, economic, cultural, religious, or
other
• Projects that expand the scope of Jewish genealogical inquiry—taking it, for example, into the realm
of the exact sciences, particularly computer science33
• Proposals that are interdisciplinary and envisage
mutually beneficial synergisms between Jewish genealogy and other academic disciplines.
In its first three and a half years, the Institute has
launched 11 projects that today have reached differing
levels of maturity. In the category of “pure genealogy,”
the Institute is sponsoring four historical and socioeconomic genealogical studies that range in time from
the medieval to the modern periods and in place from
Cervera in Spain, through Ancona and Modena in Italy, to Lithuania and Ottoman Palestine.34 In terms of
focus, these studies examine issues such as:
• Kinship as the central building-block in the shtetl
determining a Jew’s residence, his occupation, and his
social and economic networks
• Behavioral patterns and life-styles of different
strata of Jewish families and their interaction with the
wider environment
• Formation of alternative commercial and economic networks parallel with those in non-Jewish societies
• Challenges to those networks and their stability
posed by processes such as urbanization, migration,
and modernization.
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In the category of “applied genealogy,” the Institute
has initiated:
• A study on Sephardic DNA and migration that
yielded unexpected results regarding the travels
throughout the Mediterranean basin of a sampling of
Jews who held that their lineages dated back to preInquisition Spain.35 These findings are now being incorporated into a larger study of Sephardic DNA being
conducted by researchers at the Universities of Arizona and Haifa.
• An attempt at A Genealogical Reconstruction of
Destroyed Communities that seeks to recreate kinship
groups in countless Jewish communities wiped out
during the Shoah.36 While still in its early phases, this
project has generated a unique soundex system called
“Beider-Morse Phonetic Matching” in the first instance for the identification of Ashkenazic surnames.
This system has already been applied to the Ellis Island Database and other large databases.37
Under the broad heading of “tools and technologies,” the Institute has produced:
• An innovative standard for recording “Names,
Dates and Places in a Genealogical Database” (not
specific to Jewish genealogy)38
• A hand-list and, separately, an annotated inventory of the late Dr. Paul Jacobi’s extensive genealogical
studies into some 400 leading Ashkenazic families39
• Algorithms that enable the merging of diverse genealogical datasets.
In addition, the Institute is currently working on
Ethical Standards for Jewish Genealogy, and a Glossary of Genealogical Terms in Hebrew.
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Teaching
The next area for the Institute to address is the
teaching of Jewish genealogy at the university level. A
major university in the United States has already expressed interest in offering a one-year undergraduate
course in the subject and, at present, the Institute’s
Teaching Committee is elaborating its academic
guidelines for that purpose. The aim is to offer the
course in the academic years 2010–11. If successful, it
should attract the attention and interest of other universities and colleges, so that courses in Jewish Genealogy will gradually find an accepted place in Jewish
Studies programs worldwide.
Conclusion
Taken together, these projects and activities show
the range of advanced genealogical work being conducted by the Institute in conjunction with scholars
elsewhere. They are making a tangible contribution to
the growing corpus of genealogical knowledge currently emerging about Jews over the centuries. It is to
be hoped that the Institute’s lead in this enterprise will
serve both as a model for others and a spur to new
collaborative projects in a range of disciplines of relevance to Jewish Studies. Thereby, Jewish Genealogy
will make strides towards reassuming its onceunquestioned position in the realm of Jewish Studies.
It is already on the way.
*I am indebted to Prof. Eric Goldstein of Emory
University in Atlanta, Georgia, who rigorously challenged my thinking on this topic over the past two
years.
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